Introduction
New applications and the expanding rate of data being stored and circulated over distributed systems and the Internet has resulted in the development of new database technologies. The need for flexibility and accuracy in data representation and manipulation is vital in Web databases [4, 34] . The most important characteristic of these applications is the diversity of the data being stored and the lack of fixed and rigid structure (i.e. schema). The core problem in semistructured data is that the structure is not fully known and this leads to querying the data in a content-based fashion, as opposed to the structure-based queries over relational databases. The special features of semistructured data define a particularly interesting domain for query languages. Computations over semistructured data can easily become infinite, even when the underlying alphabet is finite. Query languages for semistructured data have been investigated in the context of algebraic programming [2, 10] . In this chapter, a different approach to modeling and querying semistructured and Web data is presented, based on Feature Logics ( [44, 24, 45] ) and not on algebraic programming. More specifically, we propose a rule-based constraint language for manipulating semistructured data. The proposed language has both declarative and operational semantics which are based on fix-point theory, as in the typical logic programming [31] . Moreover, the issue of relaxing queries by extending the proposed query language will be investigated. Finally, the chapter presents a special case study for the proposed framework (based on XML data structure).
Research Review
Semistructured and XML data modeling and retrieval earlier research efforts have focused on query languages development, constraint-based approaches, query relaxation and XML specific query languages :
· Semistructured data is usually modeled as a labeled graph, in which nodes correspond to the data objects and the edges to their attributes. Most query languages proposed for semistructured data navigate the data using Regular Path Expressions, thus traversing arbitrary long paths in the graph. In [2] a query language, called Lorel, for semistructured data is defined by extending [16] with powerful and flexible path expressions, which allow querying with no precise structure knowledge. Path expressions are built from labels and wild-card (place-holders) using regular expressions, allowing the user to specify rich patterns that are matched to actual paths in the database graph. One of the limits of this language is that it does not allow to express recursive queries over the database graphs. In the language presented in [10] , UnQL, is loosely related to Lorel, allowing to query data organized as a root, edge-labeled graph. A primary feature of UnQL is a powerful construct called traverse that allows restructuring of trees to arbitrary depth. The language of terms uses variables ranging over trees or over edge labels. A tree is seen as a set of edge/sub-tree pairs. In [17] , a more rigidly typed approach is followed in a language called OQL-doc, with the model having strong similarity to OEM (due to the introduction of heterogeneous collections). Optimizing the evaluation of generalized path expressions is considered in [18] where the optimization is based on two object algebra operators, (one dealing with paths at the schema level and the other with paths at the data level). · In [25] conjunctive queries that allow for incomplete answers in the framework of semistructured data are studied. The proposed model of query evaluation consists of a search phrase (involving search constraints), where a query graph containing variables is used to match a maximal portion of the database graph, and a filter phrase (involving filter constraints) where the maximal matching resulting from the search phrase are subjected to constraints. The authors deliberately limited their investigation to queries that do not allow regular path expressions. Also related to our work are several queries for the World Wide Web (WWW) that have recently emerged. e.e W3QL, which focuses on extensibility, and WebLog which is based on Datalog-like syntax. Additional relevant work includes query languages for hypertext structures, and work on integrating SGML. Documents with relational databases, since SGML documents can be viewed as semistructured data. In relation to path constraints Abiteboul and Vianu [3] investigate the evaluation and optimization of path expression queries involving path constraints. Path constraints are local; they may capture the structural information about a web site (or a collection of sites). A path constraint is an expression of the form p Í q or p = q where p and q are regular expressions. A path constraint p Í q holds at a given site if the answer to query p applied to that site is included in the answer to q applied to the same site (and similarly to p = q). The constraint p = q is also allowed to our constraint language.
Constraints such as p q and p Џ q cannot be expressed as a word constraint of [3] . A class of path constraints useful for both structure and semistructured data for specifying natural integrity constraints is proposed by Buneman et al. in [13] . A path constraint f is an expression of either the forward form (forward form) or the backward form (backward form) where p, q, γ are paths. The constraint language cannot express queries like α β and α Џ β.When a database does not contain the necessary information to provide the answer for an imposed query. The way the database management system deals with the issue of incomplete information provided by either the database or the query itself varies. In [15] different types of constraints are considered and discussed in relation to how the expressive power of the constraint language may influence the complexity of checking subsumption between schemas. A new semistructured data model that extends the Βasic Data model For Semistructured data (BDFS) ( [12] ) with both constraints and incomplete theories is proposed. The problem of queries with incomplete answers over semistructured data has also been studied in [25] . The main goal of this study is to investigate the principles of queries that allow for incomplete answers. Generally, semistructured data models are different from the classical "structured" data models by two characteristics: they do not assume that the data has homogeneous data structure, and they do not assume that data are incomplete. This study mainly focuses on the second characteristic, and according to it a congenial query language for incomplete data must allow incomplete answers as query results. Some theoretical principles of such languages are also presented.
is a new standard adopted by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) to complement HTML for data exchange on the Web. It is a data format for Web applications. XML documents do not have to be created and used with respect to a fixed, existing schema. This is particularly useful in Web applications, for simplifying exchange of documents and for dealing with semistructured data. Its emergence as a standard for data representation on the Web is expected greatly to facilitate the publication of electronic data by providing a simple syntax for data that is both human and machinereadable. Regarding querying over XML documents, in [29] a notion of subsumption to capture the relationship between XML types is proposed. Intuitively, subsumption captures not just the fact that one type is contained into another, but also captures some of the structural relationships between the two schemas. In this work is shown that subsumption can be used to facilitate commonly used typed-related operations on XML data, such as type assignment or query processing. Representation and querying of XML with incomplete information is studied in [5] . In this study a very simple model for XML and their DTDs is considered and a representation system for incomplete information is developed. The incomplete information about an XML document is continuously enriched by successive queries to the document. The proposed representation system can represent partial information about the source document acquired by successive queries, and that it can be used to intelligently answer new queries. In [42] the problem of answering queries imposed over XML document collections is reduced to the well-known unordered tree-inclusion problem, which is additionally extended to an optimization problem by applying a cost model to the embeddings. Finally a framework for querying XML databases by specifying ordering constraints over the documents is proposed in [23] .
Contribution
Overall the framework presented in this chapter integrates formalisms of Feature Logics, Constraint Logic Programming and Databases and its main contributions are summarized next : (1) Development of a simple and flexible structure for representing semistructured data. The structure is called role trees and is inspired by Feature Constraint Systems. Trees are generally useful for structuring data in modern applications, and this empowers our data structure with even more interesting potential. (2) Definition of two types of constraints imposed over semistructured data. The ordering constraints allow a declarative relationships specification between trees (representing semistructured data) while path constraints allow to constrain the navigation of the trees. In our case the constraints are of different expressiveness. (3) Proposal of a declarative, rule-based, constraint query language that will be used to infer relationships between semistructured data. We view our query language as consisting of two constraint languages on top of which relations can be defined by definite clauses. The language has declarative and operational semantics. (4) Introduction of a way for approximating answers, a task that requires a refinement of the query evaluation model. In fact, rules allowing constraint relaxation will be proposed and their functionality will be proven. (5) Application of the proposed framework on XML data (i.e. a special format of semistructured data) under assumptions and specializations in both the generic data model and query language.
Chapter Outline: Section 1 has presented an overview of research efforts in the area of semistructured and XML data modeling as well as in the area of query formulation and processing in semistructured databases. The basic notions of constraints are given in Section 2. Section 3 defines the features of semistructured data, the structure for representing them as well as the constraints that allow for reasoning over these structures. In Section 4 we propose a query language, provide its syntax and semantics, whereas Section 5 refers to ordering and path constraint extension as well as in query relaxation. Section 6 presents a case study of the proposed framework under the XML data format and conclusions are given in Section 7.
Constraints : Preliminaries
A constraint is some piece of syntax constraining the values of the variables occurring in it, and therefore, is a restriction in the space of possibilities. Mathematical constraints are precisely specifiable relations among several unknowns (or variables), each taking a value in a given domain. Constraints restrict the possible values that variables can take, representing some (partial) information about variables of interest. Some of the interesting attributes of constraints are the following:
· Constraints may specify partial information -a constraint may not uniquely specify the value of its variables · The constraints are additive: given a constraint c 1 say X + Y ≥ Z, another constraint can be added, say, X + Y ≤ Z. The order of imposition of constraints does not matter; all that matters at the end is that the conjunctions of the constraints is in effect. · Constraints are rarely independent; for instance, once c 1 and c 2 are imposed it is the case that the constraint X + Y = Z is entailed. · Constraints are nondirectional: typically a constraint on (say) three variables X, Y, Z can be used to infer a constraint on X given constraints on Y and Z or a constraint on Y given constraints on X and Z and so on. · The constraints are declarative: typically they specify what relationship must hold without specifying computational procedure to enforce that relationship. Any computational system dealing with constraints should fundamentally take these properties into consideration. A constraint language is built on top of a constraint system and is defined by a tuple (VAR, CON, V, INT) such that: 1) VAR is an infinite set whose elements are called variables 2) CON is a set whose elements are called constraints 3) V is a computable function that assigns to every constraint f a finite set V f of variables, I . Predicate logic is a prominent example of constraint language. The well-formed formulas are the constraints, V f are the free variables of a formula f, and for every Tarski interpretation I the solutions [f] I are the I-assignments satisfying f. Viewing predicate logic as a constraint language abstracts away from the synthetic details of formulas.
A constraint f is satisfiable if there exists at least one interpretation I in which f has a solution. A constraint f is valid in an interpretation
An interpretation is a model of a set Φ of constraints if it satisfies every constraint in Φ.
A renaming is a bijection VAR → VAR that is the identity except for finitely many exceptions. If ρ is a renaming, we cal f΄ a constant a ρ-variant of a constraint f if
for every interpretation I. A constraint f΄ is called a variant of a constraint f if there exists a renaming ρ such that f΄ is a ρ-variant of f.
Proposition 1 A constraint is satisfiable if and only if each of its variables is satisfiable. Furthermore, a constraint is valid in an interpretation I if and only if each of its variants is valid in I.
A constraint language is closed under renaming if every constraint f has a ρ-variant for every renaming. A constraint language is closed under intersection if for every two constraints f and f΄ there exists a constraint ψ such that [f]
I for every interpretation I. A constraint language is decidable if the satisfiability of its constraints is decidable.
Let Φ be a set of constraints and I be an interpretation. The solutions of Φ in I are defined as:
[Φ]
Now, we introduce a general schema for handling clauses whose variables are constrained with an underlying constraint theory. In general, constraints can be seen as quantifier restrictions as they filter out the values that can be assigned to the variables of the clause (or an arbitrary formulae with restricted universal or existential quantifier) in any of the models of the constraint theory. We give a resolution principle for clauses with constraints, where unification is replaced by testing constraints for satisfiability over the constraint theory. The Resolution Principle is based over the following inference rule:
The rule is obviously correct: If (A B) and ( A C) are true, then the resolvent (B C) is also true. Since either A is false, then B must be true, or A is true, then C must be true and hence in any case (B Ú C) must be true. For predicate logic the two complementary A's are atoms starting with the same predicate symbol, but with potentially different argument terms, say s
n]). Then one has to unify corresponding arguments of the literals A and
A -that is to find substitutions for the variables that make the corresponding argument terms identical-before the conclusion can be drawn, and the resolvent has to be instantiated with the unifying substitution:
Robinson [40] showed that this rule (combined with factorization) provides a complete calculus. An analysis of the soundness and the completeness of the proof, however, shows that it is not necessary to unify the terms. It would be enough to test whether they are unifiable, provided we add a constraint Γ consisting of term equations s i = t i (saying "if the terms can be made equal") to the inferred resolvent. Whenever such constrained resolvents are now involved in a further resolution step the new resolvent inherits their constraints together with the new argument term equations. Now, these collected constraints have to be tested for unifiability. Thus a resolution step in this modification takes two clauses with such equational constraints and produces a resolvent with a new unifiable equational constraint consisting of the constraints inherited from its parents together with the argument equations involved complementary literals.
A more general view is that every clause might have some arbitrary, not necessarily equational constraint and a resolvent of two clauses gets a new constraint that is unsatisfiable whenever one of the constraints of the parents (or the equational constraint of the arguments of the complementary literals) is unifiable.
The constraint resolution principle is again sound, but as in classical case completeness of a constraint resolution calculus is not straightforward.
Semistructured Data : Data Model and Queries
In traditional databases (e.g. the relational model [19] ) there is a clear separation between the schema and the data itself. Recently it has been recognized that there are applications where the data is self-describing in the sense that it does not come with a separate schema, and the structure of the data (when it exists) has to be inferred from the data itself. Such data is called semistructured. A frequent scenario for semistructured data is when data is integrated (in a simple fashion) from several heterogeneous sources and there are discrepancies among the various data representations. For example, some information may be missing in some sources, an attribute may be single-valued in one source and multi-valued in another, or the same entity may be represented by different types in different sources. Overall, the semistructured data have the following properties:
· The Structure is irregular: In many applications, the large collections that are maintained often consist of heterogeneous elements. Some of these elements may be incomplete or others may record additional information (e.g. annotations). Moreover, different types may be used for the same kind of information. For example, the price of some items may be expressed in dollars in a portion of the database and in francs in another portion. Modeling and querying such irregular structures is rather a complicated issue. · The structure is implicit: In many applications, although there is a precise underlying structure, this structure is given implicitly. For instance, electronic documents consist of a text and a grammar (i.e a DTD in SGML). The parsing of the document then allows one to isolate pieces of information and detect relationships between them. However, the interpretation of these relationships may be beyond the capabilities of standard database models and are left to the particular applications and specific tools. Management of semistructured data requires typical database features such as languages for forming "adhoc" queries and updates, concurrency control, secondary storage management, etc. However, because semistructured data cannot conform to a standard database framework, trying to use conventional DBMS to manage semistructured data becomes difficult or impossible task. When querying semistructured data one cannot expect the user to be fully aware of the complete structure especially if the structure evolves dynamically. Thus, it is important not to require full knowledge of the structure to express meaningful queries. At the same time we do not want to be able to exploit regular structure during query processing when it happens to exist and the user happens to know it. An example of a complete database management system for semistructured data is LORE [32] , a repository for OEM [46] data featuring the LOREL [2] query language. Another system devoted to semistructured data is the Strudel Web site management system, which features the StruQL query language [21] and a data model similar to OEM. UnQL [10] is a query language that allows queries on both the content and the structure of a semistructured database and also uses a data model similar to Strudel and OEM. eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is an emerging standard for web data, and bears a close correspondence to semistructured data models introduced in many research efforts.
Semistructured data is naturally modeled in terms of graphs with labels that provide the semantics to the underlying structure [1, 10, 11] . Informally, the vertices in such graphs represent objects and the labels on the edges convey semantic information about the relationship between the objects. The vertices without outgoing edges (sink nodes) in the graph represent complex objects. Path expressions can describe the path along the graph, and can be viewed as compositions of labels. Here, we assume that the usual types (like String, Integer, Real, etc.) are available. Additionally, we add a new type called Feature for labels that would correspond to an attribute (i.e. label) names. We write numbers and labels literally, and use quotation marks for strings, e.g., "car". In what follows we make the simplifying assumption that labels can be symbols, strings, integers, etc; in fact the type of the labels is just the discriminated union of these base types.
The graph models that are used to represent semistructured data can formally be defined as follows:
The semistructured Graph-Model represents semistructured data by a directed labeled graph G = (N, E) where N is a finite set of labeled nodes and E is a finite set of labeled edges. An edge e is written as (n 1 , α, n 2 ) where n 1 and n 2 are members of N and α is the label of the edge. A specific class of directed graphs -the trees-will be used as individual units of our constraint system. There are two types of trees that can be used to represent semistructured data, based on the special attributes they have. These trees are the feature trees and the role trees. A feature tree is a tree with unordered, labeled edges and labeled nodes. The edge labels are called features. The features are functional in that two features labeling edges departing from the same node are distinct. This means that the feature trees are deterministic structures. In terms of programming, features correspond to record field selectors and node labels to record field contents.
Figure 1 Example of semistructured data represented as a many levels role tree
In our framework we extend the notion of feature trees to that of the role trees. In the case of the role trees two features labeling edges departing from the same node may not be distinct, in other words role trees are non-deterministic data structures. A role tree is defined by its tree domain and its labeling function. The domain of a role tree τ is the multi-set of all words labeling a branch from the root of τ to a node of τ. In our case, we will use for the semistructured data representation. It is obvious that a role tree is finite if its tree domain is finite and in general the domain of a role tree can also be infinite in order to model semistructured data with cyclic dependancies. A graphical example of how semistructured data can be represented by a role tree is given in Figure 1 (the non-deterministic features of the role tree representing a literature books' library). The labels that correspond to the features of the semistructured data are put on the edges of the tree. A role tree can be viewed as an information "carrier" and this rise an ordering relation over role trees which will be called information ordering.
Figure 2 Ordering Relation over Role trees
Intuitively, a role tree τ 1 is smaller than a role tree τ 2 if τ 1 has fewer edges and labels than τ 2 . More precisely, this means that every word of roles in the tree domain of τ 1 belongs to the tree domain of τ 2 and that the partial labeling function of τ 1 is contained in the labeling function of τ 2 . In this case we write τ 1 £ τ 2 . For example, the left tree shown in Figure 2 is smaller than the right one since it conveys no information that the specific entry is a book written in French language.
Query Examples:
The following are examples of queries. In these queries, x and y are tree variables (i.e., variables ranging over trees), and α, β, are path variables (i.e., variables ranging composition of roles). We use the predicate symbol t tr re ee e to denote the set of trees in the database. The formal semantics of the constructs used in constraints will be given later. 
Constraint Languages for Semistructured Data
Our query language involves two constraint languages on top of which relations can be defined by definite clauses.
Data Model and Constraints
To give a rigorous formalization of role trees, we first fix two disjoint alphabets S and F, whose symbols are called sorts and roles, respectively. The letters S, S΄ will always denote sets of sorts, and the letters f, g, h will always denote roles. Words over F are called paths.
The concatenation of two paths υ and w results in the path υw. The symbol ε denotes the empty path, υε = ευ = υ, and F* denotes the set of all paths.
A tree domain is a nonempty set D F* that is prefix-closed; that is, if υwÎD, then υ Î D.
Thus, it always contains the empty path.
Í
A role tree is a mapping t: D P(S) from a tree domain D into the powerset P(S) of S. The paths in the domain of a role tree represent the nodes of the tree; the empty path represents its root. The letters s and t are used to denote role trees.
®
When convenient, we may consider a role tree t as a relation, i.e., t F* ´ P(S), and write (w, S) Î t instead of t(w) = S. (Clearly, a relation t F* ´ P(S), is a role tree if and only if D = {w | $ S : (w, S)Î t} is a tree domain and t is relational). As relations, i.e., as subsets of F* P(S), role trees are partially ordered by set inclusion. We say that s is smaller than (or, is a prefix-subtree of; or, subsumes; or, approximates) t if s Í t.
Í Í
The subtree wt of a role tree t at one of its nodes w is the role tree defined by (as a relation)
If D is the domain of t, then the domain of wt is the set w 
P(S) defined on its domain by wv(t) = t(wv).
A role tree s is called a subtree of a role tree t if it is a subtree s = wt at one of its nodes w, and a direct subtree if w F. (2) is equivalent to saying that there exist finitely many roles f
® Î

A role tree t with domain D is called rational if (1) t has only finitely many subtrees and (2) t is finitely branching; that is: for every w
Constraints over role trees will be defined as first-order formulae.
Ordering Constraints
In the following, we introduce the syntax and semantics of ordering constraints over role trees. We assume an infinite set (which we denote by V) of tree variables ranged over by x, y, an infinite set (which we denote by V ) of path variables ranged over by α, β, an infinite set F of roles1 ranged over by f, g, and an arbitrary set S of sets of sorts denoted by S, T containing at least two distinct elements.
Syntax and Semantics
Syntax. An ordering constraint φ is defined by the following abstract syntax.
An ordering constraint is a conjunction of atomic constraints which are either atomic ordering constraints x y, generalized labeling constraints S(α, x), selection constraints x[f]y, or compatibility constraints x ~ y.
£
Semantics. The signature of the structure contains the binary relation symbols ≤, ~, and S(•,•) (for every set of labels S), and for every role f a binary relation symbol •[f]•. The domain of the structure R is the set of possibly infinite role trees. The relation symbols are interpreted as follows:
In our case, a role is either subelement or value.
where µ is a valuation from V to the set of elements F*. 
Satisfiability Test
A set of axioms (valid for our constraint system) and their interpretation as an algorithm that solves the satisfiability problem of our constraint system is presented next : Table 1 has the axioms schemes F1 -F6 whereas the union of these sets of axioms is denoted by F. For instance, an axiom scheme x x represents the infinite set of axioms obtained by instantiation of the meta variable x. An axiom is either a constraint φ, an implication between constraints φ ® φ΄ or an implication φ false. The role tree structure T is defined as follows: · The domain of T is the set of all role trees.
· tÎA T if and only if t(ε) = A (t's root is labeled with the sort A).
· (s, t) Î f T if and only if f D s and t = f s (t is the subtree of s at f).
Proposition 2 The structure T is a model of the axioms in F.
Proof We prove the statement for the rules in F5 and F6.
Or p is a path (a finite sequence of labels). This means that we cannot have simultaneously
F6) S(α, x) S ΄(α, y) x~y
S(α, x) S΄(α, y) Ù z(x z y z) Ù Ù « Ù $ £ Ù £ ® S(α, x) Ù S(α, z) Ù S ΄(α, y) Ù S ΄(α, z) ® false (according to F5, i.e.,S(α, x) S ΄(α, x) ® false) Ù
Path Constraints-Syntax and Semantics
Some additional definitions will enlight the syntax and semantics of the proposed query language : 
Definition 1 (Path) A path is a finite string of labels. We identify a label (i.e., a role name in our case) f with the string (f) consisting of a single label. We say that a path u is a prefix of a path v (written u<v) if there is a non-empty path w such that v=u . Note that < is
Definition 3 (Path Constraint)
The set of atomic constraints is given by:
where F is a set of roles (or labels).
An interpretation I is a standard first order structure, where every label f Î F is interpreted as a binary relation f
T he validity of an atomic constraint is an interpretation I under a valuation (ν V , ν V ) is defined as follows:
A constraint f is satisfiable if there exists at least one interpretation in which f has a solution. Satisfiability of conjunctions of our atomic constraints is decidable [6] .
Ordering and Path Constraint Extension -Query Relaxation
Given the constraint languages C (for constraints over role trees) and C' (for path constraints), a set of relation symbols, extends C and C' to a constraint language R(C, C'). We define the predicate symbol tree to denote semistructured data represented as trees. We reason about semistructured data by a program P which contains a set of rules defining ordinary predicates. The rules are of the form: constraints (C-c co on ns st tr ra ai in nt ts s) or path constraints (C'-c co on ns st tr ra ai in nt ts s). In the following, we use the term (positive) atom to make reference to predicates L 1 ,…, L n .
Semantics
Our language has a declarative model-theoretic and fixpoint semantics. The language of terms uses three countable, pair-wise disjoint sets: 1 A set D that is the union of two pair-wise disjoint sets: 
A ground atom A is an atom for which var(A) = ø. A ground rule is a rule r for which var(r) = ø. 
Definition 4 (Extension)
Given
Definition 8 (Atom Satisfaction) Let I be an interpretation. A ground atom L is satisfiable in I if L is present in I.
Definition 9 (Rule Satisfaction) Let r be a rule of the form:
r : A ¬ L 1 ,…, L n || c 1 ,…, c
Fixpoint Semantics
The fixpoint semantics is defined in terms of an immediate consequence operator, T P , that maps interpretations to interpretations. An interpretation of a program is any subset of all ground atomic formulas built from predicate symbols in the language and elements in D ext . Each application of the operator T P may create new atoms. We show below that T P is monotonic and continuous. Hence, it has a least fixpoint that can be computed in a bottom-up terative fashion.
Recall that the language of terms has two countable disjoint sets: a set of tree domains (D 1 ), and a set of roles (D 2 ). A path expression is an element of D . We define D
At the iteration 1, only paths of length 2 1 (i.e., simple roles, elements of D 2 ) are considered during rules triggering. At iteration k, we consider paths of length less or equal to k. It is clear that the paths occurring in the final result are of length less or equal to the longest path that can be found in all the tree domains. 
Lemma 1 If
) ( ], , 1 [ i L n i n Î " · ν (c 1 ,…, c m ) satisfiable.
Definition 11 (T-Operator) The operator T P associated with program P maps interpretations to interpretations. If I is an interpretation, then T P (I) is the following interpretation:
T P (I) = I {A | A is an immediate consequence for I and P È 2 The length of a path is the number of roles composing the path. Proof Let I 1 and I 2 be two interpretations such that I 1 I Í 2 . We must show that if an atom A is an immediate consequence for I 1 and P, then A ÎT P (I 2 ).
Lemma 2 (Monotonicity)
Since A is an immediate consequence for I 1 and P, at least one of the following cases applies:
· A ÎI 1 . Then A ÎI 2 , and thus A ÎT P (I 2 ); 
Proof Let I = U and let A be an atom in T 
Í
Lemma 4 Each fixpoint of T P is a model for P. Proof Follows immediately from Lemma 3. Theorem Let P be a program and I an input such that the minimal model for P exists, then the minimal model and the least fixpoint coincide.
Proof Let P be a program and I an interpretation. Let us denote by P(I) the minimal model of P containing I. According to lemma 3, T P (P(I)) Í P(I). T P is monotonic, so T P (T P (P(I))) Í T P (P(I)), and then T P (P(I)) is a model of P containing I. As P(I) is the minimal model containing I, we have P(I) T Í P (P(I)). As P(I) is a fixpoint of P and also a minimal model of P, each fixpoint of T P containing I is a model of P containing P(I). Thus P(I) is the minimal model of P containing I.
Query Relaxation
When optimal solutions (i.e., those data trees matching the query tree) cannot be obtained, one may be interested in finding sub-optimal solutions by relaxing some constraints. This section shows how this can be achieved in the context of our query language. More specifically, according to the semantics of our query language, the satisfiability test for the constraint part of queries assumes ordered inclusion of trees, leading to exact matching of paths and sorts. For the need of approximate query answers, we have to deal with unordered inclusion of trees, and set constraints. The tree, which can be a query tree, on the left of Figure 3 is not perfectly embedded in the data tree on the right. The member node in the data tree is skipped.
Definition 12 (Embedding) A function f from the set Q of query nodes into the set D of data
nodes is called an embedding if for all q i , q j Î Q: Let p = α 1 … α n be a path. We write α i Î p to denote the fact that α i is a component of p. We write α i < p a j when i < j. That is, α i is an ancestor of α j in p.
Let p = α 1 … α n and q = b 1 … b m be two paths. We say that p is embedded in q, and we write p q iff
Figure 3: Query Relaxation for Semistructured Data
Let Q be a query of the form L C where C is the constraint part. Assume that C contains a constraint of the form S(p, x), where S is a set and p is a path. In the case Q doesn't return an exact answer, then rewrite the constraint C by replacing S(p, x) by X(α, x), X S, α p, where X is a new set variable, and α is a new path variable. X S (also called set constraint) and α p are weak constraints. The evaluation of the new query, under the semantics of and will return a set of approximate answers.
Í Í
To summarize, let L C be a query, where C is its constraint part. Then, If C contains: 
Case Study: The XML Data Format
XML has a widespread acceptance in practical applications of databases. It is acknowledged for its simplicity and its expressibility. As such, the field of semistructured databases has proven to be an important research platform and in many ways setting the standard for future database technology. In order to meet the demands for more expressive and flexible ways to interact with XML data, it is important to go beyond what can be formalized by traditional tools.
XML -Peliminaries
XML 3 is a textual representation of data. The basic component in XML is the element, that is, a piece of text bounded by matching tags such as < book > and < /book >. Inside an element we may have "raw" text, other elements, or a mixture of the two. Consider the following XML example:
ti it tl le e > > T Th he e P Ph ha an nt to om m o of f t th he e O Op pe er ra a < < / /t ti it tl le e > > < < a au ut th ho or r > > G Ga as st to on n L Le er ro ou uk k < < / /a au ut th ho or r > > < < l la an ng gu ua ag ge e > > F Fr re en nc ch h < < / /l la an ng gu ua ag ge e > > < < / /b bo oo ok k > > An expression such as < book > is called a start-tag and < < / /b bo oo ok k > > an end-tag. Start-and endtags are also called markups. Such tags must be balanced; that is, they should be closed in inverse order to that in which they are opened, like parentheses. Tags in XML are defined by users; there are no predefined tags, as in HTML. The text between a start-tag and the corresponding end-tag, including the embedded tags, is called an element, and the structures between the tags are referred to as the content. The term subelement is also used to describe the relation between an element and its component elements. Thus < < t ti it tl le e > > … … < < / /t ti it tl le e > > is a subelement of < < b bo oo ok k > > … … < < / /b bo oo ok k > > in the example above. As with semistructured data, we may use repeated elements with the same tag to represent collections. The following is an example in which several < < b bo oo ok k > > tags occur next to each other. < < l li it te er ra at tu ur re e > > < < b bo oo ok k > > < < t ti it tl le e > > T Th he e P Ph ha an nt to om m o of f t th he e O Op pe er ra a < < / /t ti it tl le e > > < < a au ut th ho or r > > G Ga as st to on n L Le er ro ou uk k < < / /a au ut th ho or r > > < < l la an ng gu ua ag ge e > > F Fr re en nc ch h < < / /l la an ng gu ua ag ge e > > < < / /b bo oo ok k > > < < b bo oo ok k > > < < t ti it tl le e > > D Da av vi id d C Co op pp pe er rf fi ie el ld d < < / /t ti it tl le e > > < < a au ut th ho or r > > C Ch ha ar rl le es s D Di ic ck ke en ns s < < / /a au ut th ho or r > > < < l la an ng gu ua ag ge e > > E En ng gl li is sh h < < / /l la an ng gu ua ag ge e > > < < / /b bo oo ok k > > < < / /l li it te er ra at tu ur re e > >
The basic XML syntax is perfectly suited for describing semistructured data. Recall the syntax for semistructured data expressions. The simple XML document < < b bo oo ok k > > < < t ti it tl le e > > T Th he e P Ph ha an nt to om m o of f t th he e O Op pe er ra a < < / /t ti it tl le e > > < < a au ut th ho or r > > G Ga as st to on n L Le er ro ou uk k < < / /a au ut th ho or r > > < < l la an ng gu ua ag ge e > > F Fr re en nc ch h < < / /l la an ng gu ua ag ge e > > < < / /b bo oo ok k > > has the following representation as a semistructured data expression: { { b bo oo ok k: : { {t ti it tl le e: : " "T Th he e P Ph ha an nt to om m o of f t th he e O Op pe er ra a" ", , a au ut th ho or r: : G Ga as st to on n L Le er ro ou uk k, , l la an ng gu ua ag ge e: : F Fr re en nc ch h} }} } There is a subtle distinction between an XML element and a semistructured data expression. A semistructured data expression is a set of label/sub-tree pairs, while an element has just one top-level label. XML denotes graphs with labels on nodes 4 .
XML data representation and Query Relaxation
In this chapter, we consider that an XML document is represented by a role tree of a specific form. The only two edge labels are s su ub be el le em me en nt t and v va al lu ue e. Figure 4 illustrates our representation for the XML data above. Path expressions describe paths along the graph, and can be viewed as compositions of labels. For example, the expression s su ub be el le em me en nt t. .v va al lu ue e continues to the subelement of that object, and ends in the value of that subelement. The representation of XML data using this type of role trees is shown in Figure 4 .
Figure 4: XML Data Representation
The query language built for semistructured data and the way relaxation was dealt within the context of the proposed query language are fully adaptable for XML documents represented by the special type of role trees described above. An example of XML role tree embedding is shown in Figure 5 . 
Conclusions
Semistructured databases are an area of increasing research value and interest. As the amount of data available on the Web increases rapidly, frameworks and tools that facilitate browsing and filtering become increasingly important for interacting with such exponentially growing information resources and for dealing with access problems.
This chapter has presented a representation model for semistructured data (called role trees) that captures the special features of the data. Moreover, two types of constraints have been presented, namely ordering and path constraints. On top of these two constraint systems a declarative query language has been developed. Issues related to query relaxation, and answers provided by the database system when an accurate answer to the query imposed cannot be provided have also been investigated. Finally, the proposed framework has been applied on a special test case of semistructured data as formed by XML documents.
